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MPW Case Study – Steward International Pt. 2 
Steward International falsely denies MPW ownership or control. Viceroy investigations unearth 

Colombian title deeds and securities fi lings exposing this l ie.  

PLEASE READ IMPORTANT DISCLAIMER – PAGE 10 

February 13, 2023 – On February 9, 2023, Viceroy Research investigations exposed MPW & Ralph De La Torre’s 

JV’s structure, the ownership of Steward Malta, and egregious, and possibly criminal, payments made between 

MPW, Steward Systems, the JV, and various international entities. 

▪ Assets purchased by the JV were never transferred to the JV. There appears to have been no AML or KYC 

checks. 

▪ The assets that the JV purportedly bought from Steward for $200m were valued at $27m. 

▪ MPW & Steward uniformly deny they are related to “independent” Steward International and Steward 

Malta. Viceroy’s investigation shows that Steward Malta’s UBO is based in Steward’s HQ, and that MPW 

appear to own 49% of Steward Malta. MPW actively lies to investors. 

▪ Steward Malta, its staff, and its concession are the subject of broad international criminal inquiries. 

Our MPW investigations can be found here. 

On February 11, 2023, Steward International doubled down, and stated to MaltaToday journalists that “MPW 

does not in any way own or control Steward Health Care International”. It has also previously categorically 

denied any commercial relationship with MPW, and any legal relationship with Steward Health Care Systems 

(US). This was a honeypot. 

Viceroy investigations will today show that: 

▪ Steward International subsidiary by-laws filed in Colombia, where Steward International operate, 

explicitly state MPW is a shareholder of the Manolete Health companies, who directly own Steward 

Health Care International SL (Spain), vis a vis Steward Malta and Colombia. 

▪ Steward International’s Colombia venture is equally convoluted, opaque, and dishonest. MPW have 

misrepresented the structure of this venture without corrections, leaving analysts in the dark. 

▪ MPW have vastly overpaid for Steward International real assets and operational businesses through 

uncommercial transactions with Manolete / the Ralph De La Torre JV. 

This report will dive into ground-level details of MPW’s Colombia exposure. The structure, value, and yield of 

MPW’s proposed Colombian investment varied with the seasons, literally. In all forms of proposed Colombian 

transactions, MPW massively overpaid for Colombian assets, and financed Steward and/or Ralph De La Torre’s 

entire venture into the market. 

▪ Conflicting statements and filings suggest MPW do not own any direct interest in the properties of 

Colombian hospitals, despite explicit assertions that MPW would invest $100m in Colombian real assets, 

which would subsequently be operated by its Steward International JV. 

▪ The value of MPW Colombian mortgages to its Manolete JV vastly exceeds the value of underlying 

secured assets and is substantially financed by the equity of Colombian hospital operators. 

▪ MPW appears to have entered into financial commitments to invest in Colombian hospitals without any 

discernible due diligence, and without any transparent or consistent disclosures to stakeholders. 

We do not believe MPW auditors can reasonably assure the accuracy of MPW’s financial 

statements, given that management is actively concealing the group’s corporate 

structure.  

We believe a disclaimer of opinion is warranted.  

https://viceroyresearch.org/category/medical-properties-trust-nasdaqmpw/
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1. Steward Denials 

In response to Viceroy’s investigations, Steward International provided the following quote to MaltaToday’s 

Matthew Vella, denying any association between Steward International, MPW and Steward Health Care Systems 

(USA). 

 
Figure 1 – Opaque Steward ownership distances Americans from Malta fall-out – MaltaToday1 

The company goes on to say that it is fully independent of Steward Systems and the joint venture that it does 

not address by name.  

 
Figure 2 – Opaque Steward ownership distances Americans from Malta fall-out – MaltaToday 

Viceroy have already shown that the Manolete entities are immediate parents of Steward Health Care 

International through several opaque jurisdictions.  

The UBO of Steward International is Steward Health Care International Investors, who share staff and office with 

Steward Systems. The CEO of Steward International has an active @steward.org email address and appears on 

the Steward Systems leadership page.  

This report will confirm that MPW is a minority JV shareholder in Manolete via bylaw filings lodged by Steward 

International’s Malta subsidiaries. The entire acquisition of Steward International was funded by MPW. 

These denials are ridiculous. Steward International is allegedly fully independent of: 

▪ MPW, the company who fully funded the JV to acquire Steward’s international assets. 

▪ Manolete, its shareholder according to Spanish company registry filings. 

▪ The unnamed joint venture, which we have identified as Manolete. 

▪ Steward Health Care International Holdings Ltd (UK), the company Steward System sold to MPW and 

Steward management equity holders. 

▪ Steward System, the company with which its UBO Steward Health Care International Investors LLC shares 

address and personnel. 

Steward’s statements, limitations of public disclosures, make any attempt to map out the Steward International 

ownership speculative at best, especially with ongoing denials of ownership that appear to be patently false.  

We do not believe MPW auditors can reasonably assure the accuracy of MPW’s financial statements, given that 

management is actively concealing the group’s corporate structure. We believe a disclaimer of opinion is 

warranted. 

 
1 https://www.maltatoday.com.mt/news/national/121239/opaque_steward_ownership_distances_americans_from_malta_fallout#.Y-
nfo3bMKUk  

https://www.maltatoday.com.mt/news/national/121239/opaque_steward_ownership_distances_americans_from_malta_fallout#.Y-nfo3bMKUk
https://www.maltatoday.com.mt/news/national/121239/opaque_steward_ownership_distances_americans_from_malta_fallout#.Y-nfo3bMKUk
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2. Colombia Filings – MPW Shareholders of Steward International 

Readers may be aware of MPW’s sizeable and vague investments in Colombia through and/or connected to its 

Steward International JV with Steward founder, Ralph De La Torre.  

Various filings pulled from Steward International subsidiaries in Colombia show that MPW is unequivocally a 

shareholder in Manolete. These filings include amendments to Steward International subsidiary bylaws, which 

allows MPT, in its capacity as a shareholder of Manolete, to deliver notice of default to any Steward International 

subsidiary in the event the subsidiaries are insolvent. 

 

“if there has been a Major 
Default…by or with respect 

to the Company or any of its 
Subsidiaries …, and upon 

delivery by MPT (so long as 
MPT is a member of 

Manolete Health LLC) to 
Company of notice that such 

Default Major has 
occurred… 

Figure 3  – Cordiant (Steward Colombia) by-laws amendment and translation 

Manolete, in turn, are immediate parent companies of both Steward Malta and Steward Colombia. 

 
Figure 4 – Steward Health Care International SL Registry entries    

 
Figure 5 – Viceroy Research – estimate structure  
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Steward International & Steward Systems 

We further note that Steward International has denied any legal relationship with Steward Health Care Systems, 

the US Steward parent company. This is despite the fact that Steward International’s ultimate beneficial owner 

(i.e. the 51% shareholder in Manolete), Steward Health Care International Investors LLC, is based out of Steward 

System’s offices. 

  
Figure 6 – Steward Health Care International Investors LLC – Texas company search2 

Steward International’s web domains are registered by Steward System staff and addresses. The registrant, Mark 

Rich remains a senior advisor at Steward Health Care Investors LLC and served as Steward System’s Interim CFO3. 

The registrant email is Steward System’s head of digital marketing4. 

 
Figure 7 – stewardinternational.org whois search results5 

  

 
2 Visit https://mycpa.cpa.state.tx.us/coa/search.do and search for Tax ID 32080709176 
3 https://www.linkedin.com/in/mark-rich-14628b10/  
4 https://www.healthcarestrategy.com/blog/speakers/colleen-walsh/  
5 https://uk.godaddy.com/whois/results.aspx?checkAvail=1&tmskey=&domain=stewardinternational.org  

https://mycpa.cpa.state.tx.us/coa/search.do
https://www.linkedin.com/in/mark-rich-14628b10/
https://www.healthcarestrategy.com/blog/speakers/colleen-walsh/
https://uk.godaddy.com/whois/results.aspx?checkAvail=1&tmskey=&domain=stewardinternational.org
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Steward International’s leadership team, who proclaim to be entirely independent from their US counterparts, 

nevertheless feature on the Steward Systems’ “Leadership” web page: 

 
Figure 8  - Steward.org “Leadership” page 

Steward International’s CEO, Armin Ernst, has an active @steward.org email address which delivered questions 

from Viceroy relating to the structure of Steward International. 

 
 Figure 9  - Viceroy delivered email to Armin Ernst mailbox under steward.org domain 

 

Viceroy do not believe MPW and Steward auditors can provide reasonable assurance as to the accuracy of 

respective company financial statements given intentionally deceptive behavior, which now appears to include 

the fabrication of international corporate structures.  
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3. Steward Colombia – Uncommercial in its own right 

Finger in the wind – how much money did MPW burn in Colombia? 

According to MPW, it invested $135m in the real estate of 3 Colombian companies as was stated in their Q2 

2020 earnings call. 

 
Figures 10, 11 & 12 – Annual Report 2020 and Annual Report 2021 and Q3 2022 10-Q 

 
Figure 13 – Q2 2020 Earnings Call 

It turns out these statements were a touch misleading. 

▪ The structure, value, and yield of MPW’s proposed Colombian investment varied with the seasons, 

literally. In all forms of proposed Colombian transactions, MPW massively overpaid for Colombian assets, 

and financed Steward and/or Ralph De La Torre’s entire venture into the market. 

▪ A trace of MPW’s Colombian JV show that it is a subsidiary of the Steward International Manolete JV: the 

same MPW JV group that holds interest in Steward Malta. 

▪ MPW’s does not appear to hold any direct interest in the properties of Colombian hospitals, despite 

explicit assertions that MPW would invest $100m in Colombian real assets, which would subsequently be 

operated by its Steward International JV. 

▪ The value of MPW Colombian mortgages to its Manolete JV vastly exceeds the value of underlying secured 

assets and is substantially financed by the equity of Colombian hospital operators. 

▪ MPW entered into financial commitments to invest in Colombian hospitals without any evident due 

diligence, and without any transparent or consistent disclosures to stakeholders. 

We believe that MPW financed this acquisition wholesale, corroborated by local media reports that the purchase 

“would be financed entirely by Medical Properties Trust”. 

 
Figure 14 – Medical Properties Trust and Steward Health Care enter Colombian healthcare market6 

  

 
6 https://www.toprankedlegal.com/press-release/medical-properties-trust-and-steward-health-care-to-enter-into-the-colombian-health-
care-market-with-the-acquisition-of-clinics-operated-by-national-clinics/  

https://www.toprankedlegal.com/press-release/medical-properties-trust-and-steward-health-care-to-enter-into-the-colombian-health-care-market-with-the-acquisition-of-clinics-operated-by-national-clinics/
https://www.toprankedlegal.com/press-release/medical-properties-trust-and-steward-health-care-to-enter-into-the-colombian-health-care-market-with-the-acquisition-of-clinics-operated-by-national-clinics/
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Centenario – Timeline 

The deed for Centenario shows it was transferred from Loto Asociados SAS (formerly Lithia Investment SAS) to 

PA Centenario for COP52b ($14.4m). 

 

“taking as the settlement basis the value of the 
cadastral appraisal of the trust assets, in this case it 
is the sum of FIFTY-TWO THOUSAND THREE 
HUNDRED SEVENTY-NINE MILLION FOUR HUNDRED 
EIGHTY-FOUR THOUSAND PESOS ($52,379 
.484,000) Colombian legal currency, which will be 
assumed by THE TRUSTOR B.” 

Figure 15 – Centenario Sales Deed and accompanying documents and translation 

Loto Asociados was a vehicle used by owners of the defrauded Colombian EPS Salud Vida company to siphon 

assets out of the SaludVida company and into their hand’s owner Hortensia Arenas Avila and her family.  

▪ Between 2014 and 2016 Salud Vida sold 46 properties from their holding company clinic Bogota valued at 

COP 32.0b to Lithia Investment SAS in exchange for promissory notes in the value of COP164b ($34.28m)7. 

These buildings include the property clinica Centenario operates in8. 

 
Figure 16 - Prosecutor's Office investigates robberies and irregular operations of the EPS Salud Vida – Caracol Radio 

▪ Local media appear to incorrectly report that Lithia is a Panamanian company9 and a court dispute 

between Loto Asociados and SaludVida (then in liquidation) appears to confirm that the Loto Asociados 

that sold Centenario is the same that looted SaludVida10. 

▪ The trust was settled by an agreement between Loto Asociados (formerly Lithia Investment SAS) and 

Cordiant Health Services. 

▪ Loto Asociados is owned by Panama based Proteas International Investments Corp11. Its directors Vernon 

Emmanuel Salazar Zurita, Delio Jose de Leon Mela and Lilia Tovar de Leon have all been implicated in 

wrongdoing and appear prominently in the Panama Papers12,13,14,15. 

 
7 https://caracol.com.co/radio/2019/12/05/judicial/1575542198_354472.html  
8 https://stewardcolombia.org/wp-content/uploads/2021/04/Centenario_Balance_General_Estado_Resultados_2018.pdf  
9 Its parent company Proteas is Panamanian 
10 https://unilibrebog-my.sharepoint.com/personal/camiloa-
baqueroa_unilibre_edu_co/_layouts/15/onedrive.aspx?ga=1&id=%2Fpersonal%2Fcamiloa%2Dbaqueroa%5Funilibre%5Fedu%5Fco%2FDoc
uments%2F20%2E%20ESTADOS%20VIRTUALES%2FAUTOS%2F2022%2FESTADO%20No%2E%2039%2F017%2D2020%2D264%2Epdf&paren
t=%2Fpersonal%2Fcamiloa%2Dbaqueroa%5Funilibre%5Fedu%5Fco%2FDocuments%2F20%2E%20ESTADOS%20VIRTUALES%2FAUTOS%2F2
022%2FESTADO%20No%2E%2039  
11 
https://www.ccb.org.co/content/download/168121/file/%285799%29%20Julio%2023%20de%202020%20publicado%2024%20de%20julio
%20de%202020.pdf  
12 https://opencorporates.com/companies/pa/843515  
13 https://www.tvn-2.com/nacionales/judicial/realizan-audiencia-peculado-caso-ciudad_1_2001350.html  
14 https://www.prensa.com/judiciales/suspenden-audiencia-preliminar-en-caso-de-supuesto-peculado-en-ciudad-deportiva-de-david/  
15 https://www.eldiario.es/papeles-castellana/utilizaron-sociedades-barcenas-pujol-herencia_1_3963492.html  

https://caracol.com.co/radio/2019/12/05/judicial/1575542198_354472.html
https://stewardcolombia.org/wp-content/uploads/2021/04/Centenario_Balance_General_Estado_Resultados_2018.pdf
https://unilibrebog-my.sharepoint.com/personal/camiloa-baqueroa_unilibre_edu_co/_layouts/15/onedrive.aspx?ga=1&id=%2Fpersonal%2Fcamiloa%2Dbaqueroa%5Funilibre%5Fedu%5Fco%2FDocuments%2F20%2E%20ESTADOS%20VIRTUALES%2FAUTOS%2F2022%2FESTADO%20No%2E%2039%2F017%2D2020%2D264%2Epdf&parent=%2Fpersonal%2Fcamiloa%2Dbaqueroa%5Funilibre%5Fedu%5Fco%2FDocuments%2F20%2E%20ESTADOS%20VIRTUALES%2FAUTOS%2F2022%2FESTADO%20No%2E%2039
https://unilibrebog-my.sharepoint.com/personal/camiloa-baqueroa_unilibre_edu_co/_layouts/15/onedrive.aspx?ga=1&id=%2Fpersonal%2Fcamiloa%2Dbaqueroa%5Funilibre%5Fedu%5Fco%2FDocuments%2F20%2E%20ESTADOS%20VIRTUALES%2FAUTOS%2F2022%2FESTADO%20No%2E%2039%2F017%2D2020%2D264%2Epdf&parent=%2Fpersonal%2Fcamiloa%2Dbaqueroa%5Funilibre%5Fedu%5Fco%2FDocuments%2F20%2E%20ESTADOS%20VIRTUALES%2FAUTOS%2F2022%2FESTADO%20No%2E%2039
https://unilibrebog-my.sharepoint.com/personal/camiloa-baqueroa_unilibre_edu_co/_layouts/15/onedrive.aspx?ga=1&id=%2Fpersonal%2Fcamiloa%2Dbaqueroa%5Funilibre%5Fedu%5Fco%2FDocuments%2F20%2E%20ESTADOS%20VIRTUALES%2FAUTOS%2F2022%2FESTADO%20No%2E%2039%2F017%2D2020%2D264%2Epdf&parent=%2Fpersonal%2Fcamiloa%2Dbaqueroa%5Funilibre%5Fedu%5Fco%2FDocuments%2F20%2E%20ESTADOS%20VIRTUALES%2FAUTOS%2F2022%2FESTADO%20No%2E%2039
https://unilibrebog-my.sharepoint.com/personal/camiloa-baqueroa_unilibre_edu_co/_layouts/15/onedrive.aspx?ga=1&id=%2Fpersonal%2Fcamiloa%2Dbaqueroa%5Funilibre%5Fedu%5Fco%2FDocuments%2F20%2E%20ESTADOS%20VIRTUALES%2FAUTOS%2F2022%2FESTADO%20No%2E%2039%2F017%2D2020%2D264%2Epdf&parent=%2Fpersonal%2Fcamiloa%2Dbaqueroa%5Funilibre%5Fedu%5Fco%2FDocuments%2F20%2E%20ESTADOS%20VIRTUALES%2FAUTOS%2F2022%2FESTADO%20No%2E%2039
https://unilibrebog-my.sharepoint.com/personal/camiloa-baqueroa_unilibre_edu_co/_layouts/15/onedrive.aspx?ga=1&id=%2Fpersonal%2Fcamiloa%2Dbaqueroa%5Funilibre%5Fedu%5Fco%2FDocuments%2F20%2E%20ESTADOS%20VIRTUALES%2FAUTOS%2F2022%2FESTADO%20No%2E%2039%2F017%2D2020%2D264%2Epdf&parent=%2Fpersonal%2Fcamiloa%2Dbaqueroa%5Funilibre%5Fedu%5Fco%2FDocuments%2F20%2E%20ESTADOS%20VIRTUALES%2FAUTOS%2F2022%2FESTADO%20No%2E%2039
https://www.ccb.org.co/content/download/168121/file/%285799%29%20Julio%2023%20de%202020%20publicado%2024%20de%20julio%20de%202020.pdf
https://www.ccb.org.co/content/download/168121/file/%285799%29%20Julio%2023%20de%202020%20publicado%2024%20de%20julio%20de%202020.pdf
https://opencorporates.com/companies/pa/843515
https://www.tvn-2.com/nacionales/judicial/realizan-audiencia-peculado-caso-ciudad_1_2001350.html
https://www.prensa.com/judiciales/suspenden-audiencia-preliminar-en-caso-de-supuesto-peculado-en-ciudad-deportiva-de-david/
https://www.eldiario.es/papeles-castellana/utilizaron-sociedades-barcenas-pujol-herencia_1_3963492.html
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Los Nevados – Timeline 

The deed for Los Nevados shows it was transferred from its owner Dr Ciro Alejandro Olaya Forero to PA Nevados 

on November 6, 2020, for $2.9m16. 

The financier of the transaction is listed as MPT Colombia TRL SL, a 100% subsidiary of MPW registered in Spain. 

 
Figure 17 – Los Nevados Sales Deed and accompanying documents. 

Nevados deed shows in annex 3 a US Tax Form 8832 which shows the PA Nevados trust’s US taxpayer status. 

The address provided is that of Steward Health Care System’s main address. 

 
Figure 18 – Los Nevados Sales Deed and accompanying documents 

We note that Steward International is not domiciled in the US and believe that Steward’s Colombian operations 

are under the same “Manolete” structure outlined in our previous report due to an indemnification clause in 

the purchase agreement. 

 
Figure 19 – Sale agreement for National Clinics Colombia 

  

 
16 https://www.findeter.gov.co/index.php/system/files/convocatorias/PAF-SENA-C-017-2020/PAF-SENA-C-017-2020%40paf-sena-c-017-
2020_informe-definitivo-de-verificacion-de-requisitos-habilitantes.pdf  

https://www.findeter.gov.co/index.php/system/files/convocatorias/PAF-SENA-C-017-2020/PAF-SENA-C-017-2020%40paf-sena-c-017-2020_informe-definitivo-de-verificacion-de-requisitos-habilitantes.pdf
https://www.findeter.gov.co/index.php/system/files/convocatorias/PAF-SENA-C-017-2020/PAF-SENA-C-017-2020%40paf-sena-c-017-2020_informe-definitivo-de-verificacion-de-requisitos-habilitantes.pdf
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Key takeaways 

We now know the price paid for two of the Colombian hospital properties, with the third San Rafael being 

acquired from GSRVC for an undisclosed price. We believe the price paid was equivalent to the 2019 sale-

leaseback liability of $34.15m.  

We believe remainder went toward the purchase of the hospital operations for $39.45m. The value of MPW 

Colombian mortgages to its Manolete JV vastly exceeds the value of underlying secured assets and is 

substantially financed by the equity of Colombian hospital operators. Further, MPW wholesale financing of the 

venture only earned it a minority stake. 

 
Figure 20 – MPW Colombia Investment Analysis Viceroy Research  

This is a clear failure of transparency and an eminently uncommercial transaction. 

 

 

  

MPW Colombia Investment Analysis - Viceroy Research

$m

MPW Investment 100

Centenario 14.4

Los Nevados 2.9

San Rafael 34.2

Difference 48.5
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Attention: Whistleblowers 

Viceroy encourage any parties with information pertaining to misconduct within Medical Properties Trust, its affiliates, or 

any other entity to file a report with the appropriate regulatory body.  

We also understand first-hand the retaliation whistleblowers sometimes face for championing these issues. Where possible, 

Viceroy is happy act as intermediaries in providing information to regulators and reporting information in the public interest 

in order to protect the identities of whistleblowers. 

You can contact the Viceroy team via email on viceroy@viceroyresearch.com.  

About Viceroy 

Viceroy Research are an investigative financial research group. As global markets become increasingly opaque and complex 

– and traditional gatekeepers and safeguards often compromised – investors and shareholders are at greater risk than ever 

of being misled or uninformed by public companies and their promoters and sponsors. Our mission is to sift fact from fiction 

and encourage greater management accountability through transparency in reporting and disclosure by public companies 

and overall improve the quality of global capital markets. 

Important Disclaimer – Please read before continuing 

This report has been prepared for educational purposes only and expresses our opinions. This report and any statements 

made in connection with it are the authors’ opinions, which have been based upon publicly available facts, field research, 

information, and analysis through our due diligence process, and are not statements of fact. All expressions of opinion are 

subject to change without notice, and we do not undertake to update or supplement any reports or any of the information, 

analysis and opinion contained in them. We believe that the publication of our opinions about public companies that we 

research is in the public interest. We are entitled to our opinions and to the right to express such opinions in a public forum. 

You can access any information or evidence cited in this report or that we relied on to write this report from information in 

the public domain.  

To the best of our ability and belief, all information contained herein is accurate and reliable, and has been obtained from 

public sources we believe to be accurate and reliable, and who are not insiders or connected persons of the stock covered 

herein or who may otherwise owe any fiduciary duty or duty of confidentiality to the issuer. We have a good-faith belief in 

everything we write; however, all such information is presented "as is," without warranty of any kind – whether express or 

implied.  

In no event will we be liable for any direct or indirect trading losses caused by any information available on this report. Think 

critically about our opinions and do your own research and analysis before making any investment decisions. We are not 

registered as an investment advisor in any jurisdiction. By downloading, reading or otherwise using this report, you agree to 

do your own research and due diligence before making any investment decision with respect to securities discussed herein, 

and by doing so, you represent to us that you have sufficient investment sophistication to critically assess the information, 

analysis and opinions in this report. You should seek the advice of a security professional regarding your stock transactions.  

This document or any information herein should not be interpreted as an offer, a solicitation of an offer, invitation, marketing 

of services or products, advertisement, inducement, or representation of any kind, nor as investment advice or a 

recommendation to buy or sell any investment products or to make any type of investment, or as an opinion on the merits 

or otherwise of any particular investment or investment strategy. 

Any examples or interpretations of investments and investment strategies or trade ideas are intended for illustrative and 

educational purposes only and are not indicative of the historical or future performance or the chances of success of any 

particular investment and/or strategy. As of the publication date of this report, you should assume that the authors have a 

direct or indirect interest/position in all stocks (and/or options, swaps, and other derivative securities related to the stock) 

and bonds covered herein, and therefore stand to realize monetary gains in the event that the price of either declines.  

The authors may continue transacting directly and/or indirectly in the securities of issuers covered on this report for an 

indefinite period and may be long, short, or neutral at any time hereafter regardless of their initial recommendation. 
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